
Supply List for Machine Quilting Feathers and Lines on Caroline  

Sewing machine with all machine quilting feet and basic sewing and machine quilting supplies, 

i.e.extension table for your sewing machine (if you have one), Machingers (if you use them) 

Removable marking pencil or pen to mark on fabric—bring one that you can see on your fabric 

One fabric sandwich (backing, batting and a top fabric) 30“ X  30“  that is nice fabric (silk is fabulous for 

this) and is solid or reads as a solid. When selecting fabric please realize that this fabric will really show, 

so think nice fabric.   Please do NOT bring a busy print for this.  This fabric sandwich is for your finished 

project. Please do NOT secure these together with pins or spray basting.   

Safety pins size #1 for securing quilt sandwich together 

One fabric sandwich that is approximately 21” X  27“   that also either reads as a solid or is a solid.  We 

will be using this to practice and learn before you stitch on your project.  So you will need the same thin 

thread listed below for this. Again, please do NOT bring busy fabric for this.  Please bring this piece 

either pinned or spray basted together. 

  Thread:   

You will need a very fine thread for this pattern to be successful in a solid color that matches or 

blends nicely with your fabric.  Bottom Line (which is 60 weight) or silk #100 (very thin).  I prefer 

YLI silk #100 weight as it is very thin and has a nice sheen, but Bottom Line is a cheaper 

alternative. If you get them in the same color (they do not need to be the same exact color, but 

blend nicely, you can use Bottom Line in the bobbin and silk in the top.  I prefer silk in the top 

and bottom, as it lays so nicely on the fabric. 

 60/8 Microtex sharp needle 

Rotary Cutting Matt (a small one is fine but bring whatever size you have), Rotary Cutter and a rotary 

cutting ruler that is 24” long (any width you have)  

Compass               

Helix Technical Precision Plus Drawing Set.  This can be found at any big box office supply stores.  

Office Max carries it.                        

                                                               OR 

Utrecht Geometry Compass Set-this is item #83005 on www. utrecht.com and sells for about 

$21.99 on sale                                       

Ruler for drawing that is not a rotary cutting ruler (if you have one) 

Blue painter’s tape (available at Target, Home Depot or Lowe’s) 

A stack of unlined paper (computer paper is fine), and pens or mechanical pencils that write well 

Extra light for your sewing machine so you can see your wonderful quilting!  
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